There are no commonly-agreed mathematical models for the inputoutput relationship of underwater acoustic channels. For each path in a time-varying multipath channel within a short period of time (e.g., one short data block), this paper proposes to use one polynomial to approximate the amplitude variation and another polynomial up to the first order to approximate the delay variation within a block duration. Under such a channel parameterization, the discrete-time channel input-output relationship tailored to zero-padded orthogonalfrequency-division-multiplexing (OFDM) transmissions is then derived, based on which an OFDM receiver is validated using experimental data collected during the SPACE08 experiment. For channels with a short coherence time, the numerical results show that incorporating both the amplitude and delay variations improves the system performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The underwater acoustic (UWA) channel is generally recognized as one of the most difficult communication channels today 1, 2 . It has long delay spreads (on the order of 10-100 milliseconds) and fast spatial/temporal variations. Being both time-and frequencyselective, a UWA channel introduces significant inter-symbol-interference (ISI) in singlecarrier transmissions 3, 4 and inter-carrier-interference (ICI) in multicarrier transmissions 5, 6 , especially for high-data-rate communications.
A proper description of the channel input-output relationship is often essential to an effective receiver design. For wireless radio communications, a tap-based channel model is the primary choice to characterize the channel impulse response (CIR) for time-invariant frequency-selective channels, where the amplitudes of the channel taps are drawn from a statistical distribution, such as the Rayleigh, Rican, or Nakagami distribution 7 . For block transmissions over time-varying channels, there are several options available such as the basis expansion model (BEM) model [8] [9] [10] , the radial basis function (RBF) model 11, 12 , and the polynomial amplitude-variation channel model 13, 14 . All of these models assume that the tap or path delays are static within a short block duration. This assumption is often suitable for wireless radio channels, but may not be for most underwater acoustic channels.
In underwater acoustics related applications, channel modeling often refers to modeling the physical propagation effects; for example the Ray-based acoustic scattering approach 15 and the Parabolic Equation (PE) based approach 16, 17 . From a signal processing point of view, several different mathematical descriptions of the channel input-output relationship have been used in different receiver designs. For single carrier transmissions, it is common to assume that the frequency-selective channel is varying slowly from symbol to symbol, and hence adaptive channel equalization or estimation is needed 3, 4, 18 . For block transmissions, the following approaches have been adopted. a) Electronic address: shengli@engr.uconn.edu
• Quasi-static multipath channel. After main Doppler mitigation through resampling and carrier-frequency-offset (CFO) compensation, the multipath channel can be assumed to be time-invariant. This is frequently used for multicarrier systems [19] [20] [21] [22] and single-carrier block transmissions with frequency-domain equalization 23, 24 .
• Basis Expansion Model (BEM). The BEMs for time-varying radio channels have been tested in underwater acoustic communications [25] [26] [27] [28] .
• Delay variation parameterization. For multicarrier receiver designs 5, 29 , it is assumed that the the amplitude of each path in a multipath channel is nearly constant, while the delay variation is approximately linear with time within each OFDM block duration.
For a multipath channel with a number of paths, its impulse response is parameterized by a number of (amplitude, delay, Doppler scale) triplets.
This paper proposes to parameterize both amplitude and delay variations for a timevarying multipath channel. In particular, one polynomial is used to approximate the amplitude variation and another polynomial up to the first order is used to approximate the delay variation for each path within a block duration. Under such a parameterization, an exact discrete-time channel input-output relationship tailored to zero-padded OFDM is derived.
An OFDM receiver for an existing signal design in our prior work 28,29 is then specified, which uses the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm to estimate the channel parameters. Data sets collected in the SPACE08 experiment are used to validate the benefits of parameterization of both path amplitude and delay variations.
When the channels are slowly-varying, the performance of the receivers assuming different polynomial orders is similar to each other. When the channels are quickly-varying, it is shown that using high-order polynomials can help to improve the system performance.
For the tested SPACE08 data sets, a second-order fitting on the amplitude variation with a zeroth-order fitting on the delay variation leads to a similar performance with the currently used approach with zeroth-order amplitude and first-order delay fittings 28 , while a first-order fitting on both amplitude and delay variations renders better performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The multipath channel with polynomial approximations on the path amplitude and delay variations is presented in Section II.
Section III derives the discrete-time channel input-output relationship for ZP-OFDM. Verification with experimental data is provided in Section IV. Section V contains the conclusions.
II. PARAMETERIZING PATH AMPLITUDE AND DELAY VARIATIONS
A time-varying multipath channel which consists of N pa discrete paths can be expressed as
where A p (t) and τ p (t) are the amplitude and delay of the pth path, respectively. Due to the motion of the transmitter and the receiver as well as the medium variability, both the amplitudes and the delays are time-varying. Letx(t) denote the transmitted signal in the passband, andỹ(t) the received signal in the passband. The channel input-output relationship isỹ
where τ max is the maximum delay andw(t) is the additive noise.
Within one block of duration T bl , e.g., one OFDM symbol, we adopt the following two approximations on each individual path.
• The amplitude variation within one block can be approximated by a polynomial up to order N amp :
• The delay variation within one block can be approximated by a first-order polynomial
where τ p is the initial delay and a p is first order derivative of τ p (t). (The parameter a p is often termed as the Doppler scaling factor.) The zeroth order approximation is obtained by setting a p = 0, ∀p.
The approximations in (3) and (4) are basically the Taylor expansions of A p (t) and τ p (t)
within one block duration, truncated to the N amp -th order on the amplitude and to the first order on the delay, respectively. With such approximations, the multipath channel in (1) is simplified as
and the received passband signal in (2) is simplified as
Some special cases of (5) and (6) have been studied in the literature.
• If N amp = 0 and a p = 0, ∀p, the multipath channel in (5) is time-invariant. This is is rarely the case in underwater environments. However, after proper Doppler compensation, the equivalent channel may be viewed as approximately time-invariant 19, 20 .
• If N amp = 0 and there exists at least one path with a p = 0, the multipath channel in (5) characterizes the delay variation through a first-order approximation but assumes the path amplitude nearly constant 5,29 .
• If N amp > 0 and a p = 0, ∀p, the multipath channel in (5) is in agreement with the polynomial amplitude-variation channel model used for wireless radio channels 13, 14 . In this case, the delays are assumed static but the amplitudes are time-varying.
Remark 1: During the course of this work, we have also pursued a high-order polynomial approximation on the delay as:
We have obtained the closed-form expressions of the received OFDM signals using known erfc(·) functions for N delay = 2. However, the expressions are somewhat complicated, hence their use in practical receiver designs seems limited. This paper hence only includes the delay approximation up to the first order polynomial fitting.
Remark 2: The expressions in (5) and (6) capture the channel effect from a pure signal processing perspective, i.e., they parameterize how the output signal shall be related to the input signal subject to fitting errors. One physical propagation path may be approximated by several candidate paths in (5) due to scattering, distortion, timing resolution issues. Or, several physical paths may be approximated by one candidate path in (5) when the physical paths cannot be resolved due to the limited signal bandwidth.
III. ZP-OFDM SYSTEM MODEL
Using zero-padded OFDM as the signalling format to explore the usefulness of the channel parameterization in (5), we next derive a discrete-time matrix-vector representation of the channel input-output relationship. This representation will be used in the signal design and receiver algorithms specified in Section IV.
A. Transmitted Signal
Let T denote the signal duration and T g the zero padding interval. The OFDM block duration is T bl = T + T g . The kth subcarrier is at frequency
where f c is the carrier frequency and K subcarriers are used so that the bandwidth is
denote the information symbol to be transmitted on the kth subcarrier and S all = {−K/2, · · · , K/2 − 1} the set of all subcarriers.
The transmitted signal in the passband is given bỹ
where g(t) is a pulse-shaping window with its Fourier transform G(f ). The Fourier transform ofx(t) at the positive frequency is
For a rectangular window
its Fourier transform is
Other pulse shapers, such as raised cosine window, can be applied as well.
B. Received signal
Withx(t) in (9), the Fourier transform ofỹ(t) [c.f. (6)] in the positive frequency range
. (13) whereW (f ) is the Fourier transform ofw(t), and the derivatives on G(f ) are defined as
The receiver performs the following three steps to obtain the frequency-domain samples from the passband signal 19 .
• The received signalỹ(t) is resampled with a resampling factorâ, leading toz(t) = y(t/(1 +â)), whereâ could be estimated by a preamble preceding data transmission 30 .
• The passband signalz(t) is shifted to baseband z(t) = LPF z(t)e −j2πfct , where LPF(·) stands for low-pass filtering. Fine Doppler shift compensation is performed on the baseband signal to obtain z(t)e −j2πεt , whereε is the estimated residual mean Doppler shift. One way of obtainingε is to minimize the energy on the null subcarriers 19 .
• The sample on the mth subcarrier is obtained as
The samples on all the subcarriers are obtained simultaneously by an FFT operation.
It can be easily verified that
where Z(f ) is the spectrum of z(t), andZ(f ) is the spectrum ofz(t). Using the expression in (13), we obtain:
where v[m] is a noise sample,
is the residual Doppler scaling factor after resampling,
is the scaled delay after resampling, and
Stack the transmitted symbols and frequency measurements at all subcarriers into vec-
a diagonal matrix with element
and a K × K matrix with element
The matrix-vector based input-output relationship is thus
where v contains the additive noise, and the channel mixing matrix can be expressed as
(The expression of H[m, k], the element of H, is also defined in (17).) Although H in (25) has K 2 entries, it is characterized by N pa sets of parameters (A
Eq. (24) provides a discrete-time channel input-output relationship for a generic ZP-OFDM transmission in the presence of the multipath channel in (5). This formulation includes the derivations in existing works 5, 19 as special cases.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In our prior work 28,29 , we carried out comparisons between the multipath channel with delay variation parameterization with the BEM channel model, and showed that the former leads to better performance than the latter. Hence, we will use the multipath channel with delay variation parameterization as the benchmark, and use the same signal design and the experimental data sets 28 to validate the proposed parameterization in (5) . To decouple channel estimation from data demodulation at the receiver, the subcarriers are carefully arranged, as shown in Fig. 1 
On each OFDM block, the symbol vector s consists of K/8 subvectors so that
Hence, there are N p = 128 pilot subcarriers regularly spaced. Some data subcarriers at the edge of the frequency band are turned off, with only N d = 336 data subcarriers in the middle groups used for data delivery. With a constellation of size M and rate 1/2 nonbinary LDPC coding 31 , the spectrum efficiency is
With 16-QAM constellation, the spectrum efficiency is 0.53 bits/s/Hz and the data rate is 5.19 kb/s.
B. Receiver Implementation
To have low-complexity processing, the receiver adopts an assumption that the ICI beyond the direct neighbors can be ignored 28, 29 , i.e., H[m, k] = 0, ∀|m − k| > 1. This allows the separation of frequency-domain measurements into two sets, one for channel estimation and the other for data demodulation. Specifically, define the pilot index as
The left and right neighbors of pilot subcarriers (which are null-subcarriers) are indexed by {i
whose diagonal entry is one if the index belongs to {i This paper adopts the OMP algorithm 32 for sparse channel estimation. Define z P = Φz as the measurement vector, and v P as the corresponding noise vector. Define s P = Φs as the known pilot vector. The measurement model for channel estimation is
To use OMP for channel estimation, the receiver constructs a dictionary of signal templates parameterized by tentative assignments on possible parameters. This work assumes that the parameters (τ p , b p ) fall on the following grids
The grid on τ is based on the assumption that after synchronization all arriving paths fall into an interval of length no larger than T g , where the time resolution is chosen as a fraction 1/λ of the baseband sampling interval T /K, leading to N 1 = λKT g /T tentative delays. The will be searched. Although a large number of tentative paths are necessary to construct an accurate dictionary, most paths will have zero energy, and the problem is sparse.
By searching over N 1 N 2 tentative paths, the linear formulation of the problem in (30) is
where
The template matrix A has N amp N 1 N 2 columns, and most of the entries of ξ will be be zeros.
Identifying the significant paths one at a time, the OMP algorithm solves a constrained leastsquares (LS) problem at each iteration to measure the fitting error 32 . The residual fitting error is compared with a threshold based on the noise power to determine the termination of the algorithm. In our implementation, we first identify the paths using the templates in
, and then search for additional {ξ
only on those (delay, Doppler) points already identified.
The complexity of the channel estimation based on OMP is decided by the size of the dictionary. If a first-order polynomial fitting is used on delay, the dictionary size is
If a zeroth-order polynomial fitting is used on delay, i.e., b p = 0, the dictionary size reduces to N amp N 1 . The dictionary size grows only linearly with the order of the polynomial on amplitude, but multiplicatively on the order of the polynomial on delay.
Data demodulation is applied on each group separately. For the gth group with three data symbols
A linear minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) equalizer is adopted 28, 29 ,
where the noise variance is estimated based on the energy on the null subcarriers. The symbol estimates at the MMSE equalizer output are passed to the nonbinary LDPC decoder 31 . The block error rate (BLER), defined as the ratio of the number of OFDM blocks with decoding errors to the total number of OFDM blocks received, is used as the performance metric.
C. Experimental Results: SPACE08
The signal sets were transmitted during the 2008 Surface Processes and Acoustic Communications Experiment (SPACE08), which was held off the coast of Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts, U.S., during October 2008. The water depth was about 15 meters. The transmitter was about 4 meters above the sea floor, while the receiver arrays were about 3.25 meters above the sea floor. In this scenario, resampling is not necessary because the transmitter and the receiver arrays were stationary, i.e.,â = 0. The residual Doppler shift compensation is carried out to minimize the energy on the null subcarriers 19 .
In general, using high-order polynomials in the proposed channel parameterization reduces the model mismatch, but increases the number of unknowns to be estimated. The polynomial order is difficult to decide a-priori. We tested six specific cases, with 0th-order or 1st-order fitting on delay variation together with 0th-order, 1st-order, or 2nd-order fitting on amplitude variation; we reiterate that although the polynomial on the delay is up to the first order, the polynomial on the amplitude is not limited to the second order tested here.
These six cases are listed in Table I . For the OMP algorithm, the complexity is proportional to the dictionary size. In our tests, the number of grid points along the delay and Doppler dimensions are 480 and 15, respectively, i.e, N 1 = 480 and N 2 = 15.
The average wave height and wind speed were recorded during the experiment, as shown in Fig. 2 . In each day, one data burst (containing 20 OFDM blocks in the format as described in Section IV.A, and OFDM blocks in other formats) was transmitted once every two hours.
We choose the data sets from two days to verify the receiver performance. Fig. 2 suggests that The average wind speed for the same range of days.
Julian date 300 is the most challenging day due to large wave height and wind speed. This intuitive reasoning is confirmed by the published performance results 28 . Here we consider two consecutive days, and view Julian date 299 as one calm day and Julian date 300 as one challenging day. The receivers with six different approximations on the multipath channel are used to decode these data sets.
Performance with slowly-varying channels
Figs. 3 and 4 show the block error rate (BLER) performance for Julian date 299 at receivers S1 (60 meters away from the transmitter) and S3 (200 meters away), respectively.
All six cases have almost the same performance. This means that it is not necessary to choose high polynomial orders to characterize this kind of channels. Because the low-order polynomial fitting leads to low complexity and requires small pilot overhead, the parameterization using with small polynomial orders is suitable when the channels are varying slowly. The legend (a, b) means that an ath-order polynomial is used to parameterize amplitude variation and a bth-order polynomial is used to parameterize the delay variation. • The channels are quickly-varying, since the (0,0) configuration has much worse performance than all other configurations. • With the same amplitude polynomial-fitting order, the performance with 1st-order delay fitting is better than that of the zero-order fitting. The performance is improved at the cost of implementation complexity.
• The performance of the (0,1) configuration is better than that of (1,0), but similar to that of the (2,0) configuration. Since the (2,0) configuration entails lower channel estimation complexity, it offers an interesting alternative to the (0,1) configuration, while the latter has been extensively used in the literature 5, 19 .
• The performance with the (1,1) configuration is better than that of the (0,1) configuration, indicating that it is still worthwhile to incorporate amplitude variation even after approximating the delay variation. The performance of the (2,1) configuration is similar to that of (1,1) configuration, indicating that there is no need to increase the fitting order any more for this data set.
The results in Figs. 5 and 6 provide evidence that further incorporating the amplitude variation in addition to the path delay variation can help to enhance the receiver performance in the presence of quickly-varying channels.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed to parameterize both path amplitude and delay variations for underwater acoustic multipath channels. With one polynomial to approximate the amplitude variation and one polynomial up to the first order to approximate the delay variation for each path, the exact discrete-time channel input-output relationship tailored for zero-padded OFDM was derived. The benefits of exploring both path amplitude and delay variations was shown by one signal design with data sets collected from the SPACE08 experiment. Also, high-order fitting on the amplitude with zero-order fitting on the delay is one interesting alternative to the current used approach of zero-order fitting on the amplitude and first-order fitting on the delay.
Apparently, in calm environments, low-order polynomials can be used, while high-order polynomials help to improve the system performance in more dynamic conditions. One key practical issue that warrants further study is how to select the polynomial fitting orders for online receiver processing. One could use the knowledge on the environmental parameters to assist the selection of the polynomial orders. For this, one would need to establish connections between the channel parameterization approach from a pure signal processing point of view and the physics-based channel modeling approaches [15] [16] [17] . Or, considering slow channel variations, one can use the performance results from the previous blocks to decide the polynomial orders for the current block. Another approach is to increase the fitting orders on amplitude and delay gradually on the fly without any prior knowledge, following the progressive receiver concept 33 . These choices need to be compared, using experimental data collected from different environments. List of Figures   FIG. 1 
